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About This Game

Operation Valkyrie is a famous plan of the German Resistance to overthrow the tyrannical Nazi government. Standartenfuhrer
Gerhard Mayer, a patriot who works in Reich Security Head Office learns that Gestapo has tracked down the conspirators. He
does everything possible to make the investigation assigned to him and tries to mislead Gestapo in order to help the Resistance

to overthrow the Nazi regime and stop the war.

Key Features:

Detective adventure game in historical surroundings.
Photorealistic high-definition graphics.
Full immersion into historical atmosphere, with an option to play in black and white movie style.
Wonderfully detailed locations, dozens of characters, spy mini-games.
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Tomato Jones is a great example of the perfect male body. I don't mind the voices in Russian at all. If they would just redo the
text and interface in English that would be great. Otherwise it is unplayable for anyone who does not speak Russian.. It's fairly
glitchy. The mouse cursor keeps disappearing.. (although choosing to use the customer cursor helps, its not a fix) It skips here
and there and overall is fairly unexciting. Disappointed. :\/. This game constantly crashes and the developer has no idea why. It
keep s freezing on my computer after the first two minutes. The really sad thing is that it worked for the first couple of times I
played and i am no longer able to get a refund. I have tried looking up solutions but all it says is that the interface has a problem.
I have a gaming computer with a separate ideo card not an integrated one. Although, it was really interesting for the first couple
of hours I haven't been able to play it since.. Nice idea, a bit like a better version of Stronhold with reasonable graphics
requirements. But I think the game needs a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of development. You can't zoom in
really close, many of the tools are bugged such as placing decoration on buildigns parallelly will always end up in a total mess.
And the algorithm that recognizes how far you are going from the ground is REALLY bugged. Buildings somehow float above
the grass or create weird sort of platforms around them, and you can not place a door in a keep on ground-level due to this thing.
It makes a bit of fun, but I did ask for a refund because 20\u20ac is way too much for this.
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I purposely avoid buying early access games. Picked this up thinking it was a finished game but unfortunately it is basically still
early access with lots of features that won't be complete for months. Player base much too small and coding does not allow for
more then 6 players to play a race at once.

The game has lots of great features and could be great but due to developers rushing the game out and destroying the player base
I'm very dissapointed. Would not buy a game from this studio again.. it's alright :D don't forget to install brutal doom :)
highly enjoyable, poorly optimised, so be ready to spend like 1h to make it work righ. I thought this might be a fun game to get
fast rounds in of when I had time... its definitely fast, but there is very little variety in the types of things that happen in the
game (e.g., events when exploring a new system). It gets repetitive very quickly.. I'd recommend it if you like mazes. $1 for 50
mazes you can complete in about 45-60 minutes. (may last longer if you get it for a younger family member) Easy achievements
for achievement hunters as well. The ball controll leaves a bit to be desired. Quite floaty and hard to make sharp turns.. Great
little plataformer, definitely a steam hidden gem for fans of the genre.

Final boss is a pain in the eye tho.. This game has potential...

I bought this game the day it came out but unfortunately I can\u2019t recommend it in its current state. There are several issues
with the game from; graphical bugs, crashes, strange proportioning, and many other things. I think if this game gets a few more
updates it could be presentable but I simply can\u2019t recommend this game to anyone. I will keep my eye on this project and
see if it gets better though! ;). Gay Dummy Kicked Me Frpom His Game Am Upset :(. I'm a sucker for Platform games and I
love the style of this one...looks great and plays very well too!
Nicely done...!!!. I did not find this last part of the Avadon story as fun and engaging as the previous two, to be honest, but it's
decent and a fitting end to the trilogy.
Overall, if you played the previous two games and enjoyed them you will like this one too although I probably wouldn't buy it at
the full price again.
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